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NOTTE D’ESTATE A MONTEVIDEO
2015-17. Public Art Project. 25mt x 15mt approx. Parco di via 
Anzani,
Como, Italy

Notte d’estate a Montevideo is a public art project meant to 
redesign an old and abandoned playground located in a public 
park of Como.
Through a series of workshops that took place in the park 
and in the neighbourhood’s schools, the space was reinvented 
completely and later transformed into a place where citizens 
and associations can propose a wide range of events and 
projects.
The new playground can host open-air theatre, dance and yoga 
classes, open-air school lessons, birthday parties, sports 
activities, skating, and so on.
The surface of the playground is a representation of the night 
sky visible in Montevideo on the 11th of November 1841. This 
work is a sort of window to another part of the planet and to 
another time. The work refers to the life of Francesco Anzani, 
a forgotten revolutionary born in the area of Como who the 
street at the park’s entrance is named after and who spent the 
last part of his life in Uruguay.
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NOTTE D’ESTATE A MONTEVIDEO
2015-17. Public Art Project. 25mt x 15mt approx. Parco di via Anzani, Como, Italy
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VOYAGE DANS LA MER PERDUE
2017. Intallation view of the exhibition at CAC La Synagogue de Delme
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VOYAGE DANS LA MER PERDUE
CAC la Synagogue de Delme. 6 May to 24 September 2017

Voyage dans la mer perdue recreates a prehistoric sunset on the 
ocean in Delme (Lorraine, France).
The area of Delme was one of the main mining sites of precious 
rock salt; the richness of the region has depended for centuries 
on this old resource, caused by the presence in ancient times of 
a warm, tropical-like ocean, rich in biodiversity.
The project is an attempt to imagine the return of this old 
and warm ocean in the village of Delme, together with all the 
creatures that populated the sea, the sky and the islands.
Voyages dans la mer perdue is made up of four different works 
created during a series of workshops involving the inhabitants 
of Delme and the surrounding villages.
Together, these works recreate the landscape of a fantastical 
prehistoric Delme, but it is also an unusual portrait of the 
community and its imagination.
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SOLEIL
2017. Workshop, paper, oil pastels, adesive tape, ropes.
In collaboration with the primary school and secondary school of 
Delme.

A big Sun in the moment of its sunset, 6 meters in diameter, is 
suspended in the main space of the art centre, facing east. 
The work is composed of more than 400 drawings created by the 
children of the schools of Delme. Every student invented and 
created an original piece of the Sun.
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MER
2017. With musician Francesco Medda. 
Workshop, audio installation

During a workshop in collaboration with composer and musician 
Francesco Medda, thirteen classes from the preschool, primary 
school and secondary school of Delme reconstructed the sound of 
the Tethys Ocean. 
The waves, the wind, the storms, the animals’ calls, and the 
sounds of the depths and the surface were recreated using only 
the voices o  the participants, which were recorded and amplified 
in the space.

https://vimeo.com/220065240
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ANIMAUX
2017. Workshop, costumes, public events
In collaboration with visual artist Edna Gee, the students of 
Delme’s primary schools and Château-Salins’ agricultural high 
school. 
With the contributions of: Andrea Rossi & Anais Fusaro, Isa 
Griese, Cherimus, Morgane Britsher, GEM l’Albatros.

Starting from drawings of imaginary creatures drawn by primary 
schoolchildren of Delme, a series of costumes were designed 
during a workshop with the students of the local Licée agricole 
and were later handcrafted by visual artists and fashion 
designers.
The costumes, displayed progressively in the show, are available 
to the audience to be worn and used. Instructions containing the 
features of the fantastic animals (how they move, the calls they 
make, and how they relate with each other), are also available 
in order to encourage the viewers to be an active part of this 
collective artwork. 
Animaux was present at the town’s main celebration day, “Le feu 
de la Saint Jean”.
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ANIMAUX
2017. Workshop, comstumes, public events
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ETOILES
2017. With Alain Colardelle, little holes of different diameters were made by drilling through the panels that obscure the exhibition space. The holes represent sections of a real 
sky map with constellations intentionally deformed in order to reconstruct a Jurassic Sky. The holes allow the space to maintain contact with the world outside the exhibition space.
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CARTE DU CIEL (Nice)
2014. Workshop, videoprojection. 
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CARTE DU CIEL (Nice)
2014. Workshop, videoprojection. 
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CARTE DU CIEL (Nice)
2014
orkshop Col de ence, ice 23 30 June 2014 , videopro ection. 

Construction o  a new map o  the night sky starting rom a direct 
observation o  the stars  constellation orms and mythological 
figures are reinvented rom ero during night and open air workshops 
using the imprints of common things and objects through the 
technique of rayography. 

https://vimeo.com/122236502


19

ith
Collège Vernier:
Yasmine Allanore, Zahra Al-Hindavi, Sandy Almeida, Sarah Azzari, Jean-
Patrick Bulanadi, anessa Champoussin, anda Cortes Dias, Zuleica Da 
Silva, Xavier Demeester, Yoann Gaidon, Sarah Gianfaldone, Wissal Hamila, 
Laura alhauge, C cilia Limandri, Alexandre Lopes Diogo, M lody Maurel, 
Elyes Menade, Zoungha Ndui Mambe, Esther Perez, Diane Rodrigues, M. 
Jocelyn Simon, Sarah Tameldou, Gerda Tsouranov, Rihem Youssef
and
mar Ali dal, Sophie Blet, Alexis Cicci , Leonardo Chiappini, oann 
Coste, ran ois Durand, Carine illoux, oann Gaidon, R my Gaidon, 
Sylvain Gou on, Claire Migraine, Aline Morvan, Aline Perros, loriane 
Spinetta.

n the right, intallation view o  the pro ection at the exhibition 
Growing Root, Palazzo Reale, Milan.
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CÔTE À CÔTE
2014 2015. A pro ect by Susana Moliner, La Companyia, in partnership 
with Cherimus.

C te  C te  is a collaboration pro ect in situ reali ed by the Italian 
artist Matteo Rubbi and the Moroccan artist Yassine Balbzioui, curated 
by Cherimus and La Companya Madrid . he first phase took place in 
Rabat, afterwards in Perdaxius, Sardinia, where the artists dealt with 
the social and subjective process that unfolds between these southern 
coastal cities.
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FESTIVAL INTERNATIONAL DES AVIONS EN PAPIER / Paper Planes International Festival
12 November 2014, Performance with Yassine Balbzioui, Bibliotheque National du Royame du Maroc, Rabat
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FESTIVAL INTERNATIONAL DES AVIONS EN PAPIER
12 November 2014, Performance with Yassine Balbzioui, 
Bibliotheque National du Royame du Maroc, Rabat
 
The “International Paper Plane Festival” was part of the program “Les Etats Généraux 
de la Culture au Maroc  at Biblioth ue ationale du Royaume du Maroc. he public at 
the event were invited to build their own paper planes using old books and magazines 
collected in the medina of the city, and to participate in an unconventional championship 
that took place in the large square in front of the library.
he winner was awarded during the opening o  the show Cote a cote  at Le Cube Independent 
Art Room.
he banner o  the initiative was installed in the gallery space  a big painting with the 
name o  the estival surrounded by a vortex o  animals  a bear, an eagle, a swan, a crab, 
a whale, a snake etc. Each of these represents a star constellation of both the Western 
and the Arab tradition.
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II FESTIVAL INTERNAZIONALE DEGLI AEROPLANINI DI CARTA / II Paper Planes International Festival
 December 2015, Per ormance with assine Balb ioui, La aretto, Cagliari, Italy
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FESTIVAL INTERNAZIONALE DEGLI AEROPLANINI DI CARTA (Striscione) / Paper Planes International Festival (Banner)
2014, with assine Balb ioui. Salle des etoiles. xhibiton view at Le Cube, Independent Art Room, Rabat
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BLACKBOARDS
(Being but men, we walked into the trees)
2011
Workshop, chalk mural.
GAMeC, Museo di arte moderna e contemporanea, 
Bergamo.

This project converted two large walls of a 
room into a huge floor-to-ceiling writeable 
blackboard. 
Through a workshop involving two primary 
schools, a physicist and some artists, 
the participants attempt to portray the 
complexity of the world as it is described by 
quantum mechanics.

with
classes IIe, IIIe, IVe and Ve, Scuola primaria 
Locatelli and Scuola primaria Scuri, Bergamo
and
Derek Maria Francesco Di Fabio, Gemma Noris, 
Marco Colombaioni, Giuseppe Bozzi, Diego 
Perrone, Michele Gabriele, Giovanni Giaretta, 
Anna Fantelli.
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BLACKBOARDS
2011. orkshop, chalk mural. GAMeC, Bergamo.
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BLACKBOARDS
2011. orkshop, chalk mural. GAMeC, Bergamo.
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BOUNTY NELLO SPAZIO / Bounty in Space
2011. Installation view o  the show at GAMeC, Bergamo
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BOUNTY
2010. 2010 - ongoing. Workshops, installations, public events
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Bounty
2010 - ongoing
Workshops, installations, public events

he work consists o  a 1 1 scale reconstruction o  the 
18th century British naval vessel, MS Bounty, starting 
from its model kit.
The project travels, evolving as it connects to new 
people and places each time the work takes shape. 
Through workshops open to the public involving schools 
and inhabitants of the area, parts of the ship are 
recreated by using waste materials. These workshops 
transform the project space into a naval arsenal sui 
generis for a few weeks.
The project ends every time with a party where the 
parts of the vessel are revealed to the public. The 
sails are hoisted, the prow “launched” with an opening 
concert, the ag le t to un url in the wind, the 
helmsman turns the wheel...

2010  Bounty sails
       Fondazione Pomodoro, Milan
       Municipal kindergarten, Milan
       Primary School berdan and G.A. Por i, Milan
       Middle school Italo Calvino, Milan

2010  Bounty sails
       C AC, Le Magasin, Grenoble
       Primary Schools, Grenoble
            
2011  Bounty prow
       GAMeC, Bergamo
           A.B. . Bergamo and Curno
2011  Bounty pennant
       Let s Circus, 
       Piccola scuola di circo, Milan

2012  Bounty helm and cannon
       Castello di Rivoli, Rivoli
       Summerschool

2014  Bounty sails
       Istituto Calasan io, mpoli

2014  Bounty carte du ciel
       Coll ge ernier, Col de ence, ice

2015  Bounty carta del cielo
       Istituto Calasan io, mpoli
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BOUNTY (Sails)
2010. orkshop with one o  the class o  the Primary School berdan and G.A. Por i o  Milan. onda ione Pomodoro, Milan
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BOUNTY (Sails) 
2010. oist o  one o  the sails reali ed during the workshops in C AC Le Magasin, Grenoble.
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BOUNTY (Sails) 
2010. Hoist of the two sails realized during the workshops in Fondazione Pomodoro, Milan.
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BOUNTY (Sails) 
2010. oisted sail. C AC Le Magasin, Grenoble.
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BOUNTY (Sails) 
2010. oisted sail. Istituto Calasan io, mpoli.
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BOUNTY (Prow)
April-May 2011
Woodworking workshop, installation, festival

Workshop held by:
A ienda bergamasca di orma ione di Bergamo e Curno
Fabio Rota, Mattia Angioletti, Mattia Scano, Ilenia 
Ri o, icholas o a, Loren o Ciccale, Sara Alessio, 
Sergio D adda, uadii Lamiri, Alberto Colosio, Andrea 
Bertoletti, Simone Soldi Cristian Cortinovis, Matthias 
Vanoncini, David Negretto, Stefano Villa, Emanuel 
Patamia, Jordan Possenti, Stefano Bronzino
and with:
Carlo Spiga, Claudio Bottarelli
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BOUNTY (Prow) 
2011. A moment of the workshop held by the students and open to the audience of the museum. The boat was build using waste wood.
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BOUNTY (Prow)
2011. View of the prow under construction during the show.
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BOUNTY (Prow) 
2011. Installation view o  the show B  LL  SPAZI
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BOUNTY (Prow) 
2011. Installation view o  the show B  LL  SPAZI
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BOUNTY (Prow)
14 May 2011. Concert or the launch o  the Bounty.
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BOUNTY (Cannon)
2012. orkshop. Castello di Rivoli, urin.

BOUNTY (Helm Wheel)
2011. orkshop. Castello di Rivoli, urin.
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PLANETARIO / Planetarium
2010-14. Urban installation, public event. 
A basketball, a pin, marbles, balls of 
different sizes, a grain of sand, a ping pong 
ball, a golf ball, a pebble.

Urban model of the solar system built with 
common objects, respecting the original 
relationship of each component to the others 
as far as size and distance are concerned.
The Sun is a basketball, Mercury the tip of 
a pin 13 meters away, Venus the seed of an 
apple 25 meters from the basketball, and so 
on up to Pluto, a tiny grain of sand at 1,300 
meters. Proxima Centauri is a ping pong ball 
placed 8 km rom the Sun.
The work represents as much as possible the 
actual position of the planets at the time 
the model takes shape in the city.
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PLANETARIO / Planetarium 
2010-14. Urban installation. A basketball, a pin, marbles, balls of different sizes, a grain of sand, a ping pong ball, a golf ball, a pebble.
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PLANETARIO (Plymounth) / Planetarium (Plymouth)
2010-14. Workshop and urban installation. A basketball, a pin, marbles, balls of different sizes, a grain of sand, a ping pong ball, a golf ball, a pebble.
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SISTEMA SOLARE (Trento) / Solar System (Trento)
ctober 5, 2007. ith eatro instabile di Meano ,III International Pri e or Per ormance 2007, Centale di ies, Dro, rento.
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SISTEMA SOLARE / Solar System
2007-ongoing. Performance.

Staging of the “solar system”. The  
performance is enacted by the audience. 
Each participant rotates him or herself and 
around each other, replicating the geometry 
of the planets that form the system. The 
system is formed and diestroyed continuously, 
undergoing substitutions, changes and 
defections. Participants in the System will 
be, from time to time, passersby, friends, 
and spectators who want to improvise a planet 
and its movement.
A collaboration with fashion designer 
Isa Griese, in Paris, produced a series 
o  dresses that re ect the colors o  the 
planets, easy to wear and to be exchanged, 
used by the participants of the system in 
Paris, Sao Paulo, Brasilia and Bergamo.
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SISTEMA SOLARE (Altkirch) / Solar System (Altkirch)
July 2015. Altkirch. In collaboration with Chlo  Maillet and Louise erv
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SISTEMA SOLARE (San Paolo) / Solar System (Sâo Paulo)
May 12, 2009. Sâo Paulo.
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SiSTEMA SOLARE (Brasilia) / Solar System (Brasilia)
May 6, 2009. Brasilia.
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